St. Louis Sutra
The Visions of Mike Brown

An Invitation from Michael Richardson-Borne

introduction
For years, I have contemplated the death of Mike Brown at the hands of a white police
oﬃcer and the resulting protests that raged in the streets of Ferguson, Missouri. I have
felt and re-felt the desperation of people who know the killing of Mike Brown is a tragic
symptom of a fatally flawed American criminal justice system.
After all these hours of gut-wrenching reflection, if I could speak to the black
community of Ferguson and the “hands up, don’t shoot” protesters that mobilized
around the world, I would say this:
If we continue to speak out against hate and inequality from the perspective of a
Separate Self, we will never come to know the deeper identity structures that hold the
solution to injustices like systemic racism.
As you read St. Louis Sutra, what I invite you to see is that our inability to experience all
races and cultures as undivided from the whole is what drives our heart-ache. I invite
you to see that the words and actions of outraged Separate Selves always result in the
usual pouring of gasoline on the fire, even if the intentions are just. I invite you to see
that the mind, the seat of the Separate Self, will never figure out challenges of
separation like racism. Believing the mind can fully solve racial injustice is the
equivalent of believing an absurdity like “a cloud can solve a cloud.”
So what is the solution? All I can say is the solution we seek begins internally by
discovering that which the mind is resting in and that which is living the mind – what I
call Non-separation. After the remembrance of Non-separation, the on-the-ground
details of systemic change will be eﬀortlessly lived into being at an emergent
psychological depth. Try as we might, there is no way around this.
This collection of words was written for all the familiar names we continue to mourn –
names like Mike Brown, Trevon Martin, Eric Garner, Freddie Gray, Akai Gurley, Tamir
Rice – and for all of the un-named who have passed in the same regrettable manner.
It’s also written as a call for all of humanity to take some time for deep self-inquiry as
we continue to struggle with the challenges that the assumption of a Separate Self
bring.
May we all be driven to the point where we say “enough is enough” – and, all at once,
relentlessly turn within to locate the true source of separation. May we all recognize
that a pre-existing unity is always already the case. May we all recognize that
remembering Non-separation is the only way forward. I repeat: May we all recognize
that Non-separation is the only way forward…
Michael Richardson-Borne
2017

the back-story of st. louis sutra

introduction

Michael Brown Jr., an unarmed black teenager, was shot and killed on August 9, 2014,
by Darren Wilson, a white police oﬃcer, in Ferguson, a suburb of St. Louis, Missouri.
The shooting prompted protests that disturbed the area for weeks.
Michael Brown (aka Mike Brown) was born May 20, 1996, to Lesley McSpadden and
Mike Brown Sr. Michael graduated from Normandy High School in St. Louis 8 days
before his death. His teachers said he was “a student who loomed large and didn’t
cause trouble,” referring to him as a “gentle giant.” Michael planned to attend Vatterott
College, a technical school, beginning on August 11, with the intention of becoming a
heating and cooling engineer.
Service of celebration was held at 10 am on Monday, August 25, 2014, at Friendly
Temple Missionary Baptist Church, 5515 Dr. Martin Luther King Dr. Internment was held
at St. Peter’s cemetery in St. Louis, Missouri.
On November 24, 2014, the St. Louis county prosecutor announced that a grand jury
decided not to indict Oﬃcer Darren Wilson. The announcement set oﬀ another wave of
protests in which the phrase “hands up, don’t shoot,” a slogan and gesture originating
from Brown’s reported final words and actions during the incident, became a global
phenomenon – seen in protests as far away as Hong Kong. In March, the Justice
Department called on Ferguson to overhaul its criminal justice system, declaring that
the city had engaged in constitutional violations.
Immediately following Brown’s death, police found a notebook on a night-stand in his
bedroom. On the cover, the following words were written: St. Louis Sutra: the
Visions of Mike Brown.
Though he apparently never shared a word of it with anyone, it was widely known
among his inner circle of friends to have been dear to him, his most prized possession.
He spent countless hours bent over the nearly 600-page document – a work of art that
includes poems and his personal diary (handwritten) highlighted by original collage
images composed of magazine clippings, church bulletins, and New Age spiritual
magazines picked up for free at the local library.
Although it is thought to have been a work in progress, the final chapter of St. Louis
Sutra, Chapter 19: Fuck Filters, is presented in full below.

st. louis sutra – chapter 19
fuck filters

an invocation for chapter 19
In the name of St. Louis, the beneficent, the merciful:
There are four kinds of “I” experience, 3 filtered, 1 unfiltered: I-They, I-You, I-My and I-I.
“I” is a figure and they, you, & my function as the field. When the field disappears, the
“I” disappears.
You love a thing because you are the thing. Fuck Filters.
Mike Brown August 9, 2014 – 8:05 am

opening definitions
chapter 19 – fuck filters

1 fuck-my-filter exclamation (informal)
A self referential phrase used as a respectful reminder that the speaker is aware that
he/she is not exempt from their personal interpretation of a story when expressing an
opinion – and that the concept of Non-separation takes precedence over any personal
motives that may arise in the moment. Also used as a humble, somewhat selfdeprecating, sentiment to express an apology, an admission of selfish behavior, or a
forgetfulness of the foundational truth of Non-separation. The phrase originated in St.
Louis, Missouri.
2 fuck-their-filter exclamation (informal)
A term of endearment & respect used by St. Louis’s police oﬃcers and civilians when
talking about communities or cultures meaning, “I embrace all groups as an act of
Non-separation, and understand that all people arise from the one source of life.” Also
used as a gentle reminder that one is always looking at one’s Self, not separate, no
matter who, what, when, where, why, or how – neither individuals nor their collectives
(i.e. gangs, religions, nations) are ever separate from the movement of all that is.
3 fuck-your-filter exclamation (informal)
A term of endearment & respect used by police oﬃcers when addressing civilians (and
by civilians when greeting police oﬃcers) in St. Louis, Missouri, meaning, “I
acknowledge the story that is personally arising in your mind while understanding we
are both the experience of Non-separation – I see you as an activity of the same source
and honor the movement of this, our one life.” Also used around the world as a global
greeting which means “I humbly surrender to my choiceless awareness while living in
agreement that Non-separation is the highest truth.”

part 1: Fuck my filter

Fuck my filter. I live in a world where most people don’t understand that I am looking
through a mental filter I’ve had zero control over creating or developing. Still, I & my
filter happened and I’ve watched my personal movie for as long as I can remember. I’ve
taken this story, attached it to a body, and completely ignored what is obscuring my
awareness of all that is – in other words, my fucking filter.
The filter I have unexpectedly been born into could be no other way; it’s there based on
a number of factors – nature, nurture, and the mystery that is living both (fuck my filter).
All filters are unique, though most are part of a herd mentality – layers of group-think
that are more than happy to supply restrictive loads of woulds, coulds, and shoulds
that limit life.
That said, I can learn to “witness” my filter, to release being 100% “filter-embedded” so
that I am no longer manipulated by a collection of identity stories but, rather, am
observing these stories as the objects they are. This is one reason why meditation is
stressed so frequently by spiritual teachers. It’s an eﬀective starting place for people to
learn to say, “Fuck my filter” – a little added “space” between the observer and the
identity story I have accepted as “me.”
St. Louis’s education system didn’t oﬀer this kind of training & development as part of
my studies (what I’m pointing to is well beyond “mindfulness”) – topics like relationship,
conflict resolution, & emotional intelligence from the “perspective” of Non-separation
as well as evolving beyond the assumption of a Separate Self were completely left out
of the equation. My education was just a reinforcement of a specific filter (rooted in
separation) – which never taught me to notice my filter is a constantly yapping mirage.
Fuck Filters.
Imagine a St. Louis where every inner-city child & correctional oﬃcer has access to an
environment that regularly reminds me to say & understand (& live), “Fuck my filter.
Fuck your Filter. Fuck their filter.” How would this change the #blacklivesmatter,
#policelivesmatter, #alllivesmatter stories?
If a common enemy is what I need, I’ll make my consciousness the enemy. Or, at least,
I’ll make the filter “over” my consciousness the enemy.
Consciousness is pristine, clear. The filter is where separation begins, where separation
is born. With a little grace, I will learn to make “Fuck my filter” the foundation of my
mind. When this deeper understanding of identity is the agreement of all, Fuck My Filter
will become the corner-stone of a touching sentiment, the most endearing, genuine
greeting between people around the world – the transcendent global equivalent of
“peace be upon you,” or “bisous,” or “respect” or “as-salamu-alaykum” or “ubuntu,” I
am because we are.

the my/i poems

poem #1: Invisible
The Buddha had a three way & 9 months later, I came. Two moms & a dad
in Ferguson made me the hated saint. They called my life: St. Louis Sutra.
I was just a boy. But I was privy to the secrets of being unborn – a natural accident
of the neighborhood. Nothing in my world was measured as synthetic. Just a boy,
my solace was a natural caldron, protected – a black kettle surrounded by battalions
of barbed-wire. I was just a boy. But I was being what nobody was bold enough to
fathom – crazy wise under the guise of complete silence, and in a black boy’s body.
Just a boy, I always knew that death was here, that dying was a shallow act of life;
a fragmented figment of false fusion with a fool – king & constable at once.
I was just a boy. But it was obvious to the saturated surroundings of St. Louis
that I owned & owed nothing – the worthless word “mine” was blissfully bankrupt,
my depth invisible to men & women, both in uniform & out. Just a boy,
my heart was too dense to disgrace the badge that pressed a gun to my temple –
golden metal shimmering in the street lights. For him, it was a hunt. For me,
it was an observation – that 2 billion years of history designed a filter that could
easily filter me out at its discretion. I was just a boy. But I knew impermanence –
friends recycled like tin cans in junk yards called Ferguson the world over.
Just a boy, I knew something our founding fathers & police departments didn’t:
becoming five-fifths of a person was not enough; with math, even in so-called
wholeness, the division sign is ever-present. I was just a boy. But I knew
St. Louis. And my heart is not separate from the society it’s a menace to.

poem #2: dream
Though his calloused hands had graced the throats of dozens of my brothers,
the handshake I shared was real. Extended arm to open heart, I saw my hand
rise & fall with guilty pleasure. Silent sensors in the seams of my soul were like
sponges that soaked up sectarian centuries of shame. But the handshake I shared
with the officer was true – my dream a symbol of the unfamiliar as the science
of sleep (& St. Louis) endured. It was midnight as my knuckles swelled like the
pockets of crooked diplomats & exploded into fireworks that formed the peaceful
projections of my muted mind. Purple panthers (not one, not two) launched like
velvet leaves on emerald vines that twisted my life together with flashing lights,
strong sirens, billy clubs, patent leather, & the awful crawl of cookie-cutter cars
cruising cautiously past the hyper-vigilant bars of my paranoid window. The water
flowing through these herbal streets was leaking blood into the palm of my hand;
the liquid absorbed by roots attached to living organisms whose fingers stretched
like suffocating caramel dying for touch – fingernails like Japanese bridges
connecting my heart to the officer’s soul & a mulatto monk that Harlem shook
and said: “Real. Love. Lives. Here.” This kind of surreal love story is what
the world is longing for – black teen meets cruel cop in the simple feeling of
being. Two miles north of the train-tracks, walkable, I traveled to an empty
field. It’s where cops tend flowers as a reminder of the value of living things.
Even weeds are treated like sick royalty – fragile life-forms deserving devotion.
But waking up is beyond the filter of my weirdest dreams. Try & find me there.

part 2 – fuck their filter

Fuck their filter. They live in a world where most people don’t understand that they are
looking through a mental filter they’ve had zero control over creating or developing.
Still, they & their filter happened and they’ve watched their personal movie for as long
as they can remember. They’ve taken their story, attached it to a body, and completely
ignored what is obscuring their awareness of all that is – in other words, their fucking
filter.
The filter they have unexpectedly been born into could be no other way; it’s there
based on a number of factors – nature, nurture, and the mystery that is moving both
(fuck their filter). All filters are unique, though most are part of a herd mentality – layers
of group-think that are more than happy to supply restrictive loads of woulds, coulds,
and shoulds that limit life.
That said, they can learn to “witness” their filter, to release being 100% “filterembedded,” so that they are no longer manipulated by a collection of identity stories
but, rather, are observing these stories as the objects they are. This is one reason why
meditation is stressed so frequently by spiritual teachers. It’s an eﬀective starting place
for people to learn to say, “Fuck their filter” – a little added “space” between the
observer and the identity story they have accepted as “them.”
St. Louis’s education system didn’t oﬀer this kind of training & development as part of
their studies (what I’m pointing to is well beyond “mindfulness”) – topics like
relationship, conflict resolution, & emotional intelligence from the “perspective” of Nonseparation as well as evolving beyond the assumption of a Separate Self were
completely left out of the equation. Their education was just a reinforcement of a
specific filter (rooted in separation) – which never taught them to notice their filters are
a constantly yapping mirage. Fuck Filters.
Imagine a St. Louis where every inner city child & correctional oﬃcer has access to an
environment that regularly reminds them to say & understand (& live), “Fuck my filter.
Fuck your Filter. Fuck their filter.” How would this change the #blacklivesmatter,
#policelivesmatter, #alllivesmatter stories?
If a common enemy is what they need, let them make their consciousness the enemy.
Or, at least, let them make the filter “over” their consciousness the enemy.
Consciousness is pristine, clear. The filter is where separation begins, where separation
is born. With a little grace, they will learn to make “Fuck their filter” the foundation of
their minds. When this deeper understanding of identity is the agreement of all, Fuck
Their Filter will become the corner-stone of a touching sentiment, the most endearing,
genuine greeting between people around the world – the transcendent global
equivalent of “peace be upon you,” or “bisous,” or “respect” or “as-salamu-alaykum”
or “ubuntu,” I am because we are.

the their/they poems

poem #1: psychopath
Children wore camouflage to play hopscotch in the vacant streets (of St. Louis).
Parents said it was practice for a game they weren’t old enough to understand.
So we believed in them – the cops. They easily fit our landscape. We were deep
purple flowers with an honest honey-suckle scent. They were dramatic forms of water
that made our soil safe & familiar. Every dusk, their branded cars would languidly
cruise by on rubber wheels that matched the situation; but only the youngest
hands would wave back from the front doors & gated columns of the neighborhood,
something we barely noticed while our worried parents whispered in the background.
In the hush of their words they had forgotten that “they” was an innocent adult
illusion, a collective amnesia, a contagious disease that couldn’t remember who
we are before who they were was born. Real bullets aren’t charades. Real punches
aren’t penumbras. Real hypocrisy is not heaven. But wander to the root of this steel
aorta and what you find is a common forgetfulness (the real destroyer) – the narrowed
identity of a psychopath jonesing to instigate the falsehood of a bloody conversation.
It’s a common saying that rifles don’t fire themselves when, in actuality, they do –
God is a famous irreproachable killer; metal scope, trigger finger, brain, and bullet
all moved simultaneously by a single activity that’s nobody’s doing. People do die –
but it’s beyond clinical; the mechanism of “they” a tortured filter both outright
obvious and miraculously hidden. Death, as we don’t understand it, is all homicide –
every murder tracking back to a simple source: Consciousness is the enemy.
Speak any name on earth and you're celebrating the greatest executioner in history.

poem #2: algebra
Accepting God’s goodness (in St. Louis) was an excuse for my condition. It smoothed
out the travesties, allowed me to look them in the eye with a patterned pride. It even
made accepting their goodness (in St. Louis) an acquittal of God’s condition – it made
law-abiding America a saint. By default, we (the people) became earnest seekers –
self-reflexive questioners that used law enforcement as a filter for living the absolute.
We invented our version of the black koan; local riddles that were vast global equations –
something we calculated at home and called “the math of awakening.” Take the
number of dead birds currently in their sky; add this to the number of American presidents
in their jails; subtract the number of cacti growing in their Antarctica; and divide all of this
by their infinity & what do we get? Answer: What we get is “they” & “them” – a pointer to
absurdity not separate from the native laws of long division. Now take the number
of clouds currently growing on their lemon trees; add this to the number of pigeons in their
Sahara desert; subtract the number of gang members sipping tea at their Harvard; and
divide all of this by the number of protesters in their Confederacy. What do we get?
Answer: What we get is “they” & “them” – the flag of a barren police state beholden to
false pronouns not separate from one another. Sometimes, at dawn, in the quiet spaces
between sirens – “they” & “them” becomes “me.” I take the number of cops currently pursuing
their spiritual truth; add this to the number of squad cars driving to the nearest satsang;
subtract the number of patrol oﬃcers giving darshan to their civilian devotees; and divide
all of this by the number of gurus labeled criminals in their overflowing prisons. What
do I get? Answer: A mystical form of heretical algebra – that only this moment can multiply.

part 3 – fuck your filter

Fuck your filter. You live in a world where most people don’t understand that you are
looking through a mental filter you’ve had zero control over creating or developing. Still,
you & your filter happened and you’ve watched your personal movie for as long as you
can remember. You’ve taken this story, attached it to a body, and completely ignored
what is obscuring your awareness of all that is – in other words, your fucking filter.
The filter you have unexpectedly been born into could be no other way; it’s there based
on a number of factors – nature, nurture, and the mystery that is moving both (fuck
your filter). All filters are unique, though most are part of a herd mentality – layers of
group-think that are more than happy to supply restrictive loads of woulds, coulds, and
shoulds that limit life.
That said, you can learn to “witness” your filter, to release being 100% “filterembedded,” so that you are no longer manipulated by a collection of identity stories
but, rather, are observing these stories as the objects they are. This is one reason why
meditation is stressed so frequently by spiritual teachers. It’s an eﬀective starting place
for people to learn to say, “Fuck your filter” – a little added “space” between the
observer and the identity story you have accepted as “you.”
St. Louis’s education system didn’t oﬀer this kind of training & development as part of
your studies (what I’m pointing to is well beyond “mindfulness”) – topics like
relationship, conflict resolution, & emotional intelligence from the “perspective” of Nonseparation as well as evolving beyond the assumption of a Separate Self were
completely left out of the equation. Your education was just a reinforcement of a
specific filter (rooted in separation)– which never taught you to notice your filter is a
constantly yapping mirage. Fuck Filters.
Imagine a St. Louis where every inner city child & correctional oﬃcer has access to an
environment that regularly reminds you to say & understand (& live), “Fuck my filter.
Fuck your Filter. Fuck their filter.” How would this change the #blacklivesmatter,
#policelivesmatter, #alllivesmatter stories?
If a common enemy is what you need, make your consciousness the enemy. Or, at
least, make the filter “over” your consciousness the enemy.
Consciousness is pristine, clear. The filter is where separation begins, where separation
is born. With a little grace, you will learn to make “Fuck your filter” the foundation of
your mind. When this deeper understanding of identity is the agreement of all, Fuck
Your Filter will become the corner-stone of a touching sentiment, the most endearing,
genuine greeting between people around the world – the transcendent global
equivalent of “peace be upon you,” or “bisous,” or “respect” or “as-salamu-alaykum”
or “ubuntu,” I am because we are.

the your/you poems

poem #1: schizo
St. Louis is not diﬀerent from its arch or its oﬃcers. Like a rusty wishbone being pulled
on both sides by a seismic shift, no matter the separation, the parabola will always
remain mystical and unified. Remember? But the familiar strain & refrain is audible as I
walk a mile in your shoes. As I wear your uniform and grow intimate with the untrained
thoughts of your heart. You love a thing because you are the thing, remember?
That’s why I trusted your soul to seep into my own like water in the grass of a marshy
ghetto landscape. It took courage – and revealed to me that being all things
to all people is bound to create a split. Two million black and brown personalities
were living inside of your law-abiding body. With zero minutes and zero seconds
to spare, you made it to the white-walled clinic. The diagnosis was standard for an
oﬃcer (in St. Louis): occupational schizophrenia. Todd was a soldier who wore mittens
in the summer. Abigail was a cook. Mary was a seamstress with a parrot who liked
jazz. Jesse was a mechanic with a penchant for transexuals. Mike was a
surgeon. Mario, a thief. No treatment or therapy existed for the support you truly
wished to receive – we were all part of the same dilemma. Black clouds, white stars,
pink moon back-lit by the witnessing grayness of an unmoving sky. Simulated
constellations. Remember? Save a kitten, console a mother, fight a drunkard,
protect a child – all in the first half of a day without appreciation. God lives in a
singular multiple. Remember? Voices are everywhere inside and out – there aren’t
any outcomes; only simulated conversations that have you talking to yourself while
you’re talking to yourself. Schizo. And knowing this is what we call enlightenment.

poem #2: epicenter
Dear St. Louis, it’s time – all your clocks are synchronized and the solo act
is dying to be over. Cathedrals and citadels await your decision. Rafts are
floating down the Mississippi, ammunition their cargo, identities in tow. No
duplicates and without credentials, the rivers and freeways are moving in unison,
dawn and dusk have merged into a single color, the silhouette of a red mandala
is bleeding on your skyline – a bullseye for the bullets that will provide new life.
Place my cap-stone in the middle of the city. Let new levers grow out of the old dirt.
St. Louis, this is your time of reckoning. Everything is perfect but your stadium
is filled with unmeditating bystanders asleep at the wheel; each voice the
potential to release a million crows into your silent forest – neurons and spines like
trees reaching to the limits of American consciousness. The chalk is ready for the
outlines – yellow tape prepared to encircle entire communities, assumptions
ready to die. This is a tent revival. Intent on shaping the compass of the world
from Hollywood to Paris. From Paris to Moscow. From Moscow to Kathmandu –
it’s time. Let the globe align with your process, lead us to a destination where
freedom is remembered, let yourself be hated and adored – this is St. Louis Sutra.
Nineteen years ago, the Buddha came to Ferguson, delayed. Cherry blossoms
were lining the streets. Flakes of gold were mixed with rose petals and dropped
at his feet. He laughed with the children, consoled the people, listened to stories
of hardship. This was how things were supposed to be, though not ever-lasting.
Love doesn’t change, it’s an epicenter – it radiates in no direction to the realized.

part 4 – An exhibit for the st. louis
metropolitan police department

vision #1

caption #1
fuck-your-filter
exclamation
(informal)
A term of endearment & respect used by police oﬃcers when addressing civilians (and
by civilians when greeting police oﬃcers) in St. Louis, Missouri, meaning, “I
acknowledge the story that is personally arising in your mind while understanding we
are both the experience of Non-separation – I see you as an activity of the same source
and honor the movement of this, our one life.” Also used around the world as a global
greeting which means “I humbly surrender to my choiceless awareness while living in
agreement that Non-separation is the highest truth.”

vision #2

caption #2
When angels are white
and identities black –
& the environment is
lighter than snow;
Your fence of resistance
might welcome a crack,
to give blackness
a space to grow.

vision #3

caption #3
Your awareness of hope
is the awareness of blame –
Both are a form of desire;
When color is mirrored,
forgotten is shame,
as color has dropped in the fire.

vision #4

caption #4
fuck-their-filter
exclamation
(informal)
A term of endearment & respect used by St. Louis’s police oﬃcers and civilians when
talking about communities or cultures meaning, “I embrace all groups as an act of
Non-separation, and understand that all people arise from the one source of life.” Also
used as a gentle reminder that one is always looking at one’s Self, not separate, no
matter who, what, when, where, why, or how – neither individuals nor their collectives
(i.e. gangs, religions, nations) are ever separate from the movement of all that is.

vision #5

caption #5
Praying for police
is the job of a nun –
She prays for the health
of the pack;
If sensing their fear
they reach for a gun,
she reminds them
all shadows are black.

vision #6

caption #6
Looking at them is looking at me –
Because neither of these two exist;
Accepting you’re nothing
is setting them free,
from the world
in which they persist.

vision #7

caption #7
fuck-my-filter
exclamation
(informal)
A self referential phrase used as a respectful reminder that the speaker is aware that
he/she is not exempt from their personal interpretation of a story when expressing an
opinion – and that the concept of Non-separation takes precedence over any personal
motives that may arise in the moment. Also used as a humble, somewhat selfdeprecating, sentiment to express an apology, an admission of selfish behavior, or a
forgetfulness of the foundational truth of Non-separation.

vision #8

caption #8
Slave on the ground,
blood on the leaves–
Another one free of the mind;
Buddhas rejoice as racists grieve,
for the future of all human-kind.

vision #9

caption #9
Nothing to say, nothing to do –
Black & white clouds & a drive-by;
The true is now false,
the false is now true,
Hands up, Don’t shoot, still die.

vision #10

If you only put one hand up, they’ll shoot. See the Buddha, kill the
Buddha, right? We can only hope. Fuck Filters.
Not Separate,
Mike Brown August 9, 2014 – 11:13 am
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